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1 . Introduction
1. Necessity and purpose of the study

Pictures show oruy some special

as야:x::ts

of facts by the intention of the people who take a
photo. But, because of the features of mechanic reproduction impossible for an artist to
strictly control 피<e a drawing , people who see pictures do not see oruy what a photo 따tist
wants to show. Ra ther there are some cases to get a unique feeling from the unintendecl
contents. Thus , it is presumable to have far greater power in mal<ing 야ople 100에ng at
pictures thirù< more and become more imaginative{ Barthes , 1980).
But, mass media is a main one which forms socially important public opinion, on the one
hand , has possibility to distort about some cases. The disablecl- relatecl pictures are also
important media which can mal<e right opinions on the disablecl; on the other hand, it can
also play the role of strengthening prejudice about the disablecl or genial and sympathetic
id∞logy . Among primary papers , there were few newspaper that had right reflection on the
op1mons of the disablecl, and by handling relatecl repαts on society section with picture
article, it fail어 to reflect right the assertion of the disablecl( Lee, 2(02).
In this context, one recent study has presentecl the necessity to study whether newspaper
pictures in Korea are playing a positive role about the disablecl(Yang & Kim, 2α)5).
Therefore, basecl on this awareness on the problems , in the aspect that it is important to
study in what view newspaper pictures relatecl to the disablecl are being producecl and how
the features are being presentecl , it has analyzed relatecl newspaper pictures from 2003, Mar
to 2004, ]un. For grouping ranges , it was set the amount of picture insertion, the presence of
pictures and articles , the publication article, the subject of a picture, a topic of picture,
disability ranges , and as the result, it has been proposecl as follows. First, breaking from the
ideology centerecl on the success, it is neeclecl a camera view and efforts of closely
approaching daily life of the disablecl. Second, it is considerably lacking in diversity of
pictures relatecl to the disablecl, and to overcome this , it is neeclecl introduction of the system
of professional photo reporter. In other words , it requires extension of pictures of d킹ly life
centerecl on the disablecl themselves. Third, as the subject of human right, it should
continuously insert the pictures about the disablecl
Recently , as an ecIucational tool of disability awareness ecIucation , as the result of making
gα성 use of newspaper , it repoπed there was positive effect(Shim, 2α
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eight times and twelve times respectively. on the one hand, as the study for the
newspaper- uti!izing education got conducted for the young children, it has ∞en repαted the
results on language ability(Nam, 2QCX3; Park, 2003) , language and t버빼 ng ability(Wang , 2002) ,
language & social s넙II(Hong， 2003).
Educa디onal m어ia means machine or data to be used to help learners clearly understand
by sκ!Cifying or supplementing contents( Gerlach & Ely , 198()). Newspaper is the m어1a
delivering correct knowledge and inforrnation, and plays an important role of forming attitude
of 야ople. Because of these features , newspaper has been recognized as an effective
educational media to positively develop social abilities as well as perceptional ones of
children. And it indicates that the repαt(Byun， 2003); disability- related articles covered in the
newspaper have many subjects such as moving stories, overcomes, events, facilities ,
eq버pment， enlightenment, etc,; can be used as an effective educational m어ia in disab비 ty
awareness education of general young children, considering that disability related activities
written in rThe G띠이ng Materials for the Kindergarten Educational ActivitiesJ , a guideline
for teachers of present young children' s teachers are 바미ted to subject fields(Oh & Go,
2αX)).

In the education of young children, the most used material in teaching

& studying

plans of
teachers for the young children is rThe Guiding Materials for the Ki ndergarten Educational
ActivitiesJ by the sixth kindergarten educational course, a guidebook for the teachers issu어
by Education Dept. As the result of studying on importance, go머 s， contents , activity
pa다ems ， teaching , leaming methods, media and the like of disability- related activities written
in rThe Guiding Materials for the Kindergarten Educational ActivitiesJ , it has been
reported that disability- related activities occupied a very low importance, and especially in
case of the disability 앙야s covered, ortho야최ic impairment & visu머 impairrnent have been
covered comparatively a lot, on the other hand, hearing 띠1p허rrnent， language disorder, mental
retardation, & emotionally disturbed were covered little. Al so , as the result of analyzing
related factors of educational courses of each activity, it showed activity contents related to
the factors of social life field ap야ared most, and subject field & concepts of
disability- related activities covered ’ disability awareness ' , ’ facili디es & equipment for the
disabled ’, ' attitude for th
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2. Study questions
The study is to analyze disability- related newspa야~ and to find out the possibility of the
role as educational media. For this , study ques디 ons for this study were selected as belows.
First, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by disability types?
Second, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by subject fields?
Third, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by contents?
Fourth, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by natural activity existence?
Fifth, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by current kindergarten educational
course field?
Sixth, what is the frequency of newspaper pictures by life subj ects?

11. Methods
1. Subject of analysis

As an analyzing subject, Hankyoreh newspaper was chosen. As the reason, it is because,
in the previous studies(Byun, 2003; Yang & Kim, 2005) which tried to analyze the newspaper
related to disability , Hankyoreh newspaper was found out to have inserted field pictures like
daily life of the disabled , or accidents & demonsσating ones, etc, and to have having
continuous interests in these problems. Therefore, among disability- related photos reported on
the Hankyoreh newspaper from 2005, Aug to '2JJJ7, Jan , 156 photos in total were collected
except very small ones.
Collected newspaper pictures became selected centered on whether they are suitable
educationally to ten young children teachers having more than 15 years in educating
experiences, whether it can be integrated into educational courses and be used, whether it
belongs to life subjects , etc,. The photos selected 피‘e this were 124 ones in total.
2. An alyzing frame
As categorizing classes to analyze newspaper photos related to disability , they were set up
as follows; disability pattem, subject domains , photo contents , natural activity presence,
current sixth kindergarten educational course field, life subjec t. For the disability pattem,
seven ranges were divided; visu려 impairrnent, hearing impairrnent, language disorder, mental
retardation, emotionally disturbed, orthopedic impairrnent, others and so on. For the subject
field , referring to a subj ect field for the disability awareness education of young children of
Seo & Cheon(200 1), other previous studies(Favazza & Odom, 1997; Thios & Foster, 1991;
Schulz, Carpenter, & Tumbull , 1991) & the go허s of activities described in rThe G띠며ng
Materials for the Ki ndergarten Eclucational ActivitiesJ , it selected the subj ect fields such as
'disability awareness , facilities & equipment for the disabled, attitude, s야:x:ial days , related
people, others , etc,’ with sub- concepts and categorized them. For the photo contents , they
were classified into the look of the disabled, assisting equipment and normal people, the look
of the disabled with the normal κx>ple， the look of the disabled with assisting equipment, the
look of only the disabled, the look of only the normal, the 10아( of a work, or facilities &
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assisting equipment, etc. For the naturaJ activity presence, it was class퍼ecl by the standard
whether the photo was taken toward a camera, not naturally acting to take a picture, or
whether the 1∞k shows naturaJ ac디vity. And it was classifiecl at the center of heaJ thy life,
soci외 life, expressive life, language life, exploratory life field and nine life subjects
In the categories by six ranges , the frequency was measurecl, limitecl to one field in case
of naturaJ activity presence, on the other han cl, 피 case of disability pattern , subject field ,
present sixth kindergarten 어uca디on외 course field , life subjects, etc, they were 려1 checkecl
the usable fields with one piece of newspaper photo.

3. An alyst σaining & Data analysis
To anaJyze data of this study, before the anaJ ysis of the researcher in this study , ten young
children teachers ha띠ng more than 15 years in the filecl and one sκx::iaJ eclucation expeπ， ít
rnade anaJyzing agræment more than 95% through a training course about an anaJyzing frame.
Collectecl data was presentecl by anaJ yzing frequency and percen t.

ill. Results
1. Classification by disability type

The result categorized by

disab피 tyty야s

Table 1. Classification by Disability

is as Table 1.

Tγpe

Numbers of Newspaper Picture(%)

Disability Pattem
Visual lrnpairrnent
Hearing lrnpairrnent
Language Disorder
11en ta1 Retardation
Emotionally Disturbed
Orthopedic lrnpairment
Others
To ta1
It showecl

34(18)
16(8)
2(1)
15(8)
5(3)
62(33)
55(29)
189(100)

ortho맺dic Impairment

55(29) , 띠su머

따lp밍rrnent，

16(8) ,

was 62(33) photos, which was the most, the others ,
mentaJ retardation, 15(8) ,

emo디on외ly

disturbecl, 5(3) ,

파<e

the result of the

language disorder, 2(1), etc, in order. By this result, it was found that,
previous study , it is covering

orthoJX영ic

irnpairment most, but aJ so it coverecl other disability

types , and not only disability patterns, but more photos about the things which have not
coverecl so far such as a system, etc,

ap야~ecl，

which indicates the possibility of more

diverse eclucationaJ approach.
2. Classification by subject field
As the result of

analy깅r몽

bya

잃bjæt fi머dr허atÐ::l to c1is뼈뻐 하쩌reress，
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Table 2. Class퍼 cation by Subject Field

Fαxj

Concept

Field

l. 1 aware d.i sability.
2. There are some features about d.i sability.
Disability Awareness
3. 1 can put myself in the d.i sabled.
4. There are some causes in d.i sability.
5. Disability can happen to everybody.
6. There is stuff (assisting tools) for the d.i sabled
Facilities. &Jnsσψnents for 7. There are convenient facilities for the d.i sabled
8. There are some organizations helping the d.i sabled
me Ulsa Dl ea
9 There are some authorities for the d.i sabled
10‘ We are d.ifferent , but there is something in
comrnon.
1l. There is something we can help.
12. It is good to help each other
Attitude for the d.i sabled 13. The d.i sabled live like us.
14. There are some plays to do with d.i sabled friends
15. There are exact terms about d.i sability.
l6.There is courtesy in meeting the d.i sabled
17. There are related emblems.
S 야ci a1 day
18. There are ceremoni a1 events for the d.i sabled
19. There are many things the d.i sabled can do wel l.
Related people
2O. There are people who overcame their d.i sability.
21. 꺼lere ar-e events (떠mnstr때on) for ri방lts of the disab뼈
Others
To ta1

m
m

M
M
M

m

뼈
繼
願
M
--M

There were the most related 야ople， which was 74(38.3) photos , others , 50(25.9) , attitude
for

the disabled, 38 (1 9.7) , facilities

&

equipment for the disabled, 23(11.8) , disability

awareness and s않cial days , 4(2 .1) respectively , etc, in order. This result figured out that
disability- related newspaper overcame undesirable things to accept the disable and to
understand disabled

야X)ple ’ s

right to some degree by focusing on the

야ople

who overcame

disability , or the things related to difficulties of disability.

3. Category of newspaper photos by contents
As the result of finding the contents shown in the newspaper photos, it is as Table 3.

Table 3. Category of Newspaper Photos by Contents
Contents

Numbers of
Photos(%)
24 (1 9.4)
33(26.6)

Newspa야!r

까le d.i sabl어， assisting instrument(or f，때lity) ， norma1
The d.i sabled , norm a1 people
The d.i sabled , assisting insσument( or facility)
The d.i sabled
The normal
Work , facility or assisting instrument
Total

야뼈e

10(8. 1)

37(29.8)
15 (1 2.1)
5(4.0)

124(100)

The newspaper photos having been taken of oruy the disabled were 37(29.8) , which was
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the most, the ones of the disabled with the norrnal, 33(26.6) , the ones of the disabled, the
assisting equipment & the normal, 24 (1 9.4), the ones of only the norrnal, 15 (1 2. 1), the ones
of the disabl어 and assisting equipment, 10(8.1), work or facilities, assis디ng equipment and
so on, 5(4.0). This result indicates that it is possible an educational approach about disability
awareness in diverse views through these newspaper photos by shooting various subject
matters such as the disabled, assisting equipment, related facili디es ， the normal and the 바<e.
4. Category by existence of natural activity
As the result of analyzing newspaper photos by existence of natural activity, it is
suggested as Table 4.
Table 4. Category by Existence of Natural Activity
Numbers of Newspaper Photos(%)

댄쁘잃!y
Nahπ외

Photo~

actìvlty

a띠earance

66(53.2)

.!:ak~n

tow;rrd. a. ca;nera(Directed
lntentionally & not acting for shooting)

photos 58(46.8)
124(100)

Total

As suggested in <Table 4>, natural ac디vity figures appeared more than the photos 떠ken
toward a camera. Thi s result can be interpreted there are more continuous concems & eyes
of newspaper photos looking into daily life of the disabled.
5. Category by sixth kindergarten educational course field
The number of newspaper photos considered belonging to the five life fields by present
sixth kindergarten educational courses are sæn as in Table 5.
There were the most newspaper photos judged to be covered in social life field, which
was 166(75.1) photos, followed by healthy life, 26( 1l .8) , expressive life, 16(7.2), language life,
9(4 .1), exploratory life, 4( l. 8). This result shows that there is a possibility that
disability-related newspaper photos can be reflected comparatively equ머ly centered around
the social life field among five life fields of kindergarten educational courses and can be
covered in educational courses.
Table 5. Category by Sixth Kindergarten Educational Course Field
Nurnbers of Newspaper Photos(%)

Life Boundary
Field of healthy life
Field of social life
Field of expressive life
Field of language life
Field of exploratory life
Total

26(1 l. 8)
166(75. 1)
16(7.2)
9(4. 1)
4( l. 8)
22 1(100)

6. Category by life subject
As the result of analyzing the possibility to be covered centered on ten life subjects in the
kindergarten, they are Table 6.
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Table 6. Category by Life Subject
Subject of Life
1 and kindergarten
Family and neighbor
Season
Healthy body and 때 nd
Animal
Earth and environment
Transportation body
Tools and machine
Our country and other co삐 ntnes

Numbers of Newspaper Pictures(%)
107(60.1)
0 (0 .0)
36(20.2)
1(0.6)
0(0 .0)
1( 0.6)

s용낼브략5

9(5 .1)

Total

178(1 00)

7(3 .9)

5(2.8)
12(6.7)

that family and neighbor ap않ared most, which
was 107(60. 1) photos , followed by he머thy bocIy & mind, 36(20.2) , our country and other
countries , 12(6.7) , s야Cl려 days , 9(5.1), 1 and kindergarten, 7(3.9) , t∞ls and machine, 5(2 .8).
animal , 1( 0.6) , transpαtation body , 1( 0.6) , and on so, in order. But, there turn어 out no
newspaper photos considered being covered related to the subjects such as season , earth ,
enVJronment, etc,.
Among ten life subjects , it was

an머yzed

N. Discussion & Conclusion
The purpose of the study is to see the possibility of disab피 ty awareness education using
newspaper through the analysis of disability- related newspaper photos. As studying the
res띠t centered on the study questions , they are as belows
First, as the result of analyzing newspaper photos by disability pattems, orthop어lC
irnpairment appeared most, followed by others , visu머 irnpairment, hearing irnpairment, mental
retardation, repetition disability , emotionally disturbed , language disorder, etc, in order, which
suppαts the study of the repαt by Yang & Kirn(2α)5); in case of Choson llbo and
Hankyoreh newspaper in 2003 and 2004, they are covering mental retardation the most
Second, as the result of analyzing newspaper photos by disability awareness- related
subject sections, related people appeared most, followed by others, attitude for the disabled,
facilities and equipment for the disabled, disability awareness and special days , etc, which
indicates that newspaper photos can be covered as an educational media as a solving way
for the report; There are not many materials about related 야ople(Oh & Go, 2α)6) .
Third, as the result of 1∞king at the contents appeared in the newspaper photos , it
showed that there were the most newspaper photos only of the disabled , followed by the
photos of the disabled with the normal 야ople， the photos of the disabled and assisting
equipment, works or facilities , assisting equipment, etc, in order. This result shows that by
shooting the disabled, assisting equipment, related facilities , the normal , etc, and by ta넙 ng
various materi려s ， it can be possible of an educational approach about disability awareness in
vanous Vlews.
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Fourth, as the result of analyzing newspaper photos by natural acting existence, it showed
there were more natural acting figures than the photos shoot toward a carnera. This result
can be interpreted that there are more continuous interests of the sight of newspaper
in 1。이강ng into daiJ y life of the disabled.

ph야os

Fifth, regarding the number of newspaper photos considered belonging to five life fields of
present sixth kindergarten educational courses , there were the most newspaper photos

ju명ed

which can be covered in social life section, followed by healthy life, expressive life, language
life, exploratory life section. πllS result shows that there is the possibility that
disability- related newspaper photos can be reflected comparatively equ머ly centered around
social life field among five life fields of kindergarten educational courses and can be covered
in educational courses.
Sixth, as the result of the PJSSibility which can be covered center벼 on ten 없ily subjects ∞'Vered
in a kin따gar따1， rrostly, there were ar펴lyzed farnily and neighbor, followed by healthy tx빼r&
띠nd， our 없mtry & 0감g ∞untries， sp:성al days , 1 & a kindergarten, tools & rmc비ne， 뻐rnls，
tran알Pπation
I하ated

center, etc,. But, it showed there were no newspaα'!r pictures j u<횡edtobe ∞'Vered
su비ects such as 앞~π earth, and envlrünment and so on 까1Ìs result indicates it is

to the

PJSSible that disability
the

r하a뼈

newspap:'!r pictures can be

∞'Vered r히ated

to various

떠ily

subjects in

닝ndergarten.

Based on the discussion and results of this study , my proposal for future study is as
follows. First, it is necessary to analyze features of newspaper photos related to the
disability shown on the whole main d aiJ y newspaper in Korea. Second, it is necessary of a
following study to extend analyzing ranges of newspaper photos to the volume of insertion ,
sections of ins앙디on， presence of photos and articles , etc, and analyze them. Third, by
extending analyzing time, it is needed the study of analyzing

s야cified

categories.
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The purpose of the study is to see the possibility of disability awareness education
using newspaper through the analysis of disability - related newspaper photos. First, as
the result of analyzing newspaper photos by disability pattems , orthopedic irnpairment
appeared most, followed by others ,

visu 외

impairment, hearing impairment, mental

retardation , repetition disability , emotionally disturbed , language disorder, etc , in order
Second , as the result of analyzing newspaper photos by disability awareness- related
subject sections , related people appeared most, followed by others , attitude for the
disabled , facilities and equipment for the disabled , disability awareness and special days ,
etc. Third , as the result of looking at the contents appeared in the newspaper photos , it
showed that there were the most newspaper photos only of the disabled , followed by
the photos of the disabled with the normal people, the photos of the disabled and
assisting equipment, works or facilities , assisting equipment, etc , in order. Fourth , as the
result of analyzing newspaper photos by natural acting existence , it showed there were
more natural acting figures than the photos shoot toward a camera. Fifth , regarding the
number of newspaper photos considered belonging to five life fields of present sixth
kindergarten educational courses , there were the most newspaper photos judged which
can be covered in social life section , followed by

he려thy

life, expressive life, language

life, exploratory life section. Sixth , as the result of the possibility which can be covered
centered on ten daily subjects covered in a kindergarten , mostly , there were analyzed
farnily and neighbor, fo l1owed by healthy body & mind , our country & other countries ,
special days , 1 & a kindergarten , tools & machine , anirnals , transportation center, etc.
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